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A group of covariance structure models was exam-
ined to ascertain the similarity between conventionally
administered and computerized adaptive (CAT) versions
of the complete battery of the Differential Aptitude
Tests (DAT). Two factor analysis models developed
from classical test theory and three models with a
multiplicative structure for these multitrait-multi-
method data were developed and then fit to sample
data in a double cross-validation design. All three di-
rect-product models performed better than the factor
analysis models in both calibration and cross-valida-
tion subsamples. The cross-validated, disattenuated
correlation between the administration methods in the

best-performing direct-product model was very high in
both groups (.98 and .97), suggesting that the CAT
version of the DAT is an adequate representation of the
conventional test battery. However, some evidence
suggested that there are substantial differences be-
tween the printed and computerized versions of the
one speeded test in the battery. Index terms: adap-
tive tests, computerized adaptive testing, covariance
structure, cross-validation, Differential Aptitude Tests,
direct-product models, factor analysis, multitrait-mul-
timethod matrices.

The majority of studies that have compared scores
from conventional p~p~r-~d-penc~3 tests with scores
from tailored or computerized adaptive (CAT) ver-
sions of the same tests (Lord, 1974; 1980, chap.
10) have focused on a small subset of scales from

a complete battery. Indeed, the bulk of reported
research on this topic has been concerned with
comparisons of single conventional tests and an
adaptive version designed to measure the same
ability. Sympson, Weiss, and Ree (1982, pp. 1-
2) briefly reviewed some recent literature on this
kind of comparison.
Due to the success with which single tests have

been converted into adaptive forms, the logical next
step is to adapt complete test batteries. Conven-
tional test batteries with a history of use in applied
settings are an appropriate choice for translation
into CAT versions.

To date, the most thoroughly studied partial bat-
tery of tests in adaptive form is the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB; U.S. De-
partment of Defense, 1982). Although a com-
pletely computerized version of the ASVAB has been
developed, only certain subtests of the conven-
tional and adaptive versions have been fornally
compared. For example, Moreno, Wetzel, Mc-
Bride, and Weiss (1984) evaluated the Arithmetic
Reasoning, Word Knowledge, and Paragraph
Comprehension subtests. Cudeck (1985) compared
conventional and adaptive versions of the Arith-
metic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, General Sci-
ence, and Mathematics Knowledge subtests. Both
of these studies reported very favorable correspon-
dence between the conventional and adaptive ver-
sions of the subtests.

However, the particular subtests that were eval-
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uated in these studies are generally regarded as
being among the most reliable and valid of the
battery. These optimistic results may not be rep-
resentative of the kind of performance that can be
expected from other ASVAB subtests or from other
test batteries.

Moreover, certain subtests have been excluded
from comparative studies of this kind because

adaptive versions present certain difficulties. For
example, the ASVAB contains two speeded tests,
Numerical Operations and Coding Speed, which
consist of many easy items. These subtests will

probably not be adapted because the items do not
lend themselves to tailoring in the way that the
other subtests do. Instead, the paper-and-pencil
versions of the items will simply be administered
by a computer in essentially a conventional man-
ner.

The nonadaptive computerization of the Nu-
merical Operations and Coding Speed tests would
seem to present few potential difficulties. How-
ever, Greaud and Green (1986) noted that there is
6 ‘no assilranCe9 that scores based on computer pre-
sentation will be comparable to those obtained from
a conventional test. They reported, for example,
that ratio scores-such as the average number of

correct responses per minute-were more reliable
for the computer-administered test than were con-
ventional number-correct scores. Examinees worked
faster in computer mode. Even seemingly trivial
changes in task with computer administration (e.g.,
presenting clerical coding items individually rather
than in groups of seven) resulted in a low corre-
lation between the conventional and CAT versions.
The general question that arises from these stud-

ies is whether the correspondence between a com-
plete battery of conventional tests and an associated
battery of adaptive tests will still be strong when
all subtests are included. A specific issue that ap-
parently has not yet been addressed is whether the
composite structure of the battery remains the same
when the adaptive version of a battery contains one
or more subtests that are simply computerized rep-
licas of their conventional test counterparts. The

purpose of this study was to investigate the struc-
tural similarity between adaptive and conventional

versions of the complete battery of Differential Ap-
titude Tests (DAT; Bennett, Seashore, & Wesman,
1982).

Structural Models of Similarity

Various approaches can be used to investigate
the correspondence between subtests of two ver-
sions of a test battery (Gulliksen, 1968~. The con-
jecture that test scores are in some way related often
implies a structural model for the matrix of co-
variances among all the tests. Several covariance

structures have been developed that are relevant for
assessing the similarity between batteries of tests.
Some of the most important are based on concepts
from classical test theory and the study of parallel
tests. Because each adaptive subtest from the DAT
was designed to measure the same aptitude as the
associated conventional test, it would seem obvious
that the model for parallel tests would be a rea-
sonable choice for the present purposes.

Perhaps surprisingly, however, this structure was
found to be completely inappropriate in this con-
text. The covariance structure for parallel tests (J6-
reskog, 1971) specifies that each group of related
tests has equal true-score variances and equal error-
score variances. Unlike conventional tests, how-

ever, adaptive tests developed from item response
theory models do not have a &dquo;natural&dquo; scale. In-

stead, variances of adaptive tests are arbitrarily fixed,
frequently at unity, for some population. In the

present case, the adaptive tests had scales that are
functions of the associated conventional tests that

were determined during equating. Therefore, be-
cause adaptive test variances are not independent
functions of item responses, the classical test the-

ory models of parallel measurements-and of re-
lated models, such as that for essentially tau-equiv-
alent tests-are inappropriate. This conclusion

appears somewhat ironic at first glance in that adap-
tive tests, although in this case specifically de-
signed to be as similar as possible to conventional
tests, are fundamentally unsuitable for these

&dquo;strong&dquo; models of similarity.
As an alternative, consider the class of factor

analysis structures for p variables written as
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subject to the additional restrictions

diag(A<PA’ + ’11) = I , (2)
where the matrix D~ = diag(~1, or,) contains
scaling terms, and A( p x k) = fxijl, 0(k x k),
and * = diag( BjJ l’ ..., qjp) are matrices of factor
regression coefficients, factor covariances, and

uniquenesses, respectively. This structure is scale
invariant (Cudeck, 1989) and is therefore suitable
for variables with possibly very different variances.
In particular, it is appropriate for comparisons of
conventional and adaptive tests where the variances
of the latter are fixed at unity, are functions of the
associated conventional tests, or are determined in

some other manner. In these analyses also dis-
plays the form of a multitrait-multimethod (MTMM)
covariance matrix, in which the traits are the sub-
tests of the test battery and the methods correspond
to conventional and adaptive versions.

Factor Analysis Models

Two special cases of the model described by
Equations 1 and 2 are of interest. The first is the
well-known model for congeneric tests (J6reskog,
19971), in which the restriction diag(4J) = I and the
pattern of factor loadings

ion

is imposed, where t is the number of subtests in
the test battery, and r~ is the number of methods
of test administration. This model simply specifies
that the adaptive tests measure the same aptitudes
as the corresponding conventional tests.
A more restrictive model imposes the t equality

constraints

for j = 1, ... , t. This model is analogous to a model
of tau equivalence, but because of the restriction
in Equation 2 it simply assesses the extent to which
the common-score variances for pairs of variables
are equal. Also, because of the restriction of pair-

wise equality of factor loadings, Equation 2 further
implies that unique variances are simultaneously
equal:

for each of the traits j = 1, ... , t.

Direct-Product Models

Browne (1984) described a class of models for
MTMM matrices that posits a multiplicative struc-
ture for the relationship between trait and method
components. The least constrained structure is

where P,n is of order ~z x m and contains corre-
lations among method true scores, P, is of order
t x t and contains trait true-score correlations, and

&reg; indicates the Kronecker product. Elements of
the diagonal matrix D, are scaling terms for the
observed scores, while elements of the diagonal
matrix are ratios of unique-score standard de-
viations to common-score standard deviations. This

model is referred to as the composite direct-product
model with no restrictions on D, or D( (CDPZE).
The model includes special cases with multipli-

cative structures four and D2 . The most restrictive
model (CDP) defines a multiplicative structure for
both And D Ti 2:

where the diagonal matrices D,,,,,, and D;(m) are of
order m, and the diagonal matrices D,~,~ and D 2
are of order t. One element in each of D,(m) and
~c&dquo;,> is fixed at unity for identification purposes.
A less restrictive special case (cDPz) defines a mul-
tiplicative structure for ~ only, with D, uncon-
strained.

Like the model for congeneric tests, the direct-
product models estimate the true-score correlations
among the abilities measured by the subtests. A
useful feature of the direct-product structures that
is not shared by the factor analysis models is that
the former provide an overall estimate of the cor-
relation between the two methods, providing useful
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information about the degree to which the batteries
are similar.

Model Selection

The purpose of fitting a model to a covariance
matrix is to summarize the elements of the matrix
in terms of a smaller number of parameters, thereby
aiding understanding of the data (Browne, 1984).
The most useful models are those with interpretable
parameters that closely reproduce the observed ma-
trix.

The classical approach to estimating model pa-
rameters and testing the probability of the implied
covariance structure is now well understood (J6-
reskog, 1978; Lawley & Maxwell, 1971). In prac-
tice, however, the problem of assessing the plau-
sibility of a model is usually not straightforward
or automatic. As a result, recent work has been
devoted to developing and justifying various in-
dices of fit between a sample and a reproduced
covariance matrix (Akaike, 1987; Bentler & Bo-

nett, 1980; Ja~es, ~ulaik, ~ Brett, 1982; Tanaka
& Huba, 1985). Although these indices differ from
each other in significant ways, they have the com-
mon feature of attempting to identify a model that
most reasonably accounts for data obtained from
one sample.
As an alternative, Cudeck and Browne (1983)

suggested a model selection procedure based on
empirical cross-validation. The primary justifica-
tion for cross-validation is that performance in fu-
ture samples is a more important criterion for eval-
uating a model than is the ability to account for
data in the sample, which is also used to estimate
the model parameters.

Let S be the unbiased estimate of the population
covariance matrix, and let 1, be the population
covariance matrix implied by the kth model in a
set of models of interest. An estimate of the pop-
ulation covariance matrix under the kth model, ~&9
is obtained using the Maximum Wishart Likelihood
discrepancy function

In a double cross-validation study, two distinct
sample covariance matrices, S, and S~, are ob-

tained. The model parameters are first estimated

using data from both samples, computing F’(~p,~k)
and ~’(SB,~k) for k = 1, ..., ~. Define ÍrklA and
’ÍklB to be the estimated population covariance mat-
rices implied by model for Sample A and Sample
B, respectively. To assess the performance of the
models in another context, F(SB,1kIA) and

F(SA’ i,lo are computed. The model associated with
the smallest cross-validation index is considered

the most effective representation from the set of
structures examined. Although it is generally the
case that the model with the largest number of
parameters will have the smallest discrepancy func-
tion in the calibration samples, this will not nec-
essarily hold for the validation samples.
When the number of parameters to be estimated

is fairly large, as in the models studied here, there
is the possibility that sample characteristics may
influence the parameter estimates if sample sizes
are too small or if distributions are less than optimal
(Tanaka, 1987). Cross-validation circumvents this
problem by assessing the performance of a model,
and thus the parameter estimates, in future sam-

ples. In this way, models which are strongly influ-
enced by chance fluctuations will not necessarily
perform well in the validation samples and will be
rejected in favor of models that do not capitalize
on sample characteristics.
A single-sample cross-validation index for co-

variance structures which approximates empirical
cross-validation has recently been developed
(l~ro~nc ~ Cudeck, in press). This index can be
used in situations where it is difficult to obtain two

samples of reasonable size, but it is not meant as
a replacement for empirical replication.

Method

The DAT

The DAT is a battery of eight ability tests de-
signed for use in educational placement and vo-
cational counselling in junior and senior high schools.
Previous factor-analytic results of ability data were
used to guide development of subtests for the DAT
that represented well-recognized vocational or ed-
ucational areas (Anastasi, 1988). Seven &dquo;power&dquo; 

9
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tests are included in the battery: Verbal Reasoning
(VR), Numerical Ability (NA), Abstract Reasoning
(AR), Mechanical Reasoning (MR), Space Relations
(SR), Spelling (sp), and Language Usage (flu). The
eighth test, Clerical Speed and Accuracy (CSA), is
speeded.
A computerized adaptive edition of the DAT has

recently been released (McBride, 1986). The seven
power tests are tailored, but the speeded CSA test
is merely modified for computerized administra-
tion. The eight computerized subtests used in this
study were developed from the items of Form V
of the DAT and implemented as described below.
The initial item statistics were computed with the
Rasch (1966) model using the 1982 standardization
sample. The Rasch model was used because in
comparative analyses the item parameters from this
model yielded results that were generally as good
as, or slightly better than, the results obtained from
the three-parameter logistic model when evaluated
in terms of both their correlations with independent
ability measures (DAT Form W raw scores) and their
equating accuracy (McBride, Corpe, & Wing, 1987).

In actual testing, estimates of ability at each step
were calculated using a Bayesian updating tech-
nique (Owen, 1975). Items were selected by max-
imizing information over the items not yet en-
countered. Each of the adaptive tests terminated
when the number of items administered was half
the length of the corresponding conventional test.
The adaptive tests were administered on Apple II
computers. Ability estimates from the adaptive tests
were reexpressed as equivalent raw scores of the
conventional tests by equipercentile equating (Braun
& Holland, 1982) to Form W versions (McBride
et al., 1987); these equated scores were used in all
analyses.

Examinees

Data for this study were gathered during the ini-
tial field test of the adaptive version of the DAT.
Examinees were administered the entire DAT test

battery in conventional and adaptive modes. Form
W was used for the paper-and-pencil test. Order
of administration was counterbalanced. Twelve

school districts around the nation participated in
the field test. More than 500 students, primarily in
grades 8 through 12, participated. Complete scores
available for 332 examinees were used for the anal-

ysis reported here (see McBride, 1986, for details).

Design

The examinees were randomly divided into two
subsamples of size n, = 171 and n~ = 161. Tables
I and 2 list the correlation matrices, means, and
standard deviations for each group. The five models
evaluated are listed in Table 3, along with values
of the discrepancy functions and cross-validation
indices for each model in both samples. The Max-
imum Wishart Likelihood discrepancy function was
used to estimate parameters of the models and to
estimate F(SA,tkIA) and F(SB,tkIB) for each group.
Cross-validation indices F(SA,tkIB) and F(SB,Î.kIA)
were then calculated.

Results

For Sample A, all three direct-product models
performed better (i.e., the discrepancy and cross-
validation indices were smaller) than the factor
analysis models during both calibration and cross-
validation. For Sample B, the least constrained di-
rect-product model (CDPZE) fit best during calibra-
tion, followed by the model for congeneric tests.
The results on cross-validation were similar to those
based on Sample A: The direct-product models
consistently performed better. In this case, how-
ever, the cross-validation index was smaller for the
most constrained direct-product model (CDP) than
for the less restrictive basic direct-product model
(CDPZE).

Although the double cross-validation procedure
does indicate a set of models which should perform
better in future samples, it does not imply that there
is one specific model which is &dquo;the best.&dquo; lr~ order

to select a single model which provides the best
summary of the data, other criteria such as inter-

pretability and parsimony need to be considered.
In this case, the set of direct-product models seemed
preferable to the factor analysis models with rc--
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Table 1

Observed DAT Correlations for Sample A (n A- 171) and Sample B (n~ - 161)
(Sample A Correlations Below Diagonal; Sample B Above; Decimal Points Omitted)

spect to predictive validity. Model CDPZE, in par-
ticular, provided the best summary of the data from
this viewpoint. This model had the smallest cross-
validation index for Sample B and the second
smallest for Sample A. It appears preferable to the
CDP model because it is a less restrictive model,
not requiring a multiplicative structure for D, and
D 2

Parameter estimates for model CDPZE for both

samples are listed in Table 4. Estimated correla-
tions among the abilities are moderate to high in
value. The only exceptions are the correlations of
the sp test with the MR and SR tests in Sample B.
The estimated method correlation between the con-
ventional and adaptive tests across the subtests was
very high for both samples (.9~ and 97 for samples
A and B, respectively). Two notable findings ap-
pear consistently in both samples: The scaling fac-

Table 2

Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD) for Conventional
and Adaptive Subtests of the DAT for Samples A and B
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Table 3

Discrepancy Indices During Calibration (F~, FtB)
and Cross-Validation (F~, FBA) for Models Fit to

Covariance Matrices of DAT and CAT Subscales

*Denotes smallest value in column.

tor (in i)4) for the observed scores on the CSA test
is much greater for the adaptive than for the con-
ventional test, and the ratio of the unique-score
standard deviation to the common-score standard
deviation (in f);) is greater than unity for the con-
ventional CSA test. These two results imply that
there is greater variability among scores on the
adaptive CSA test than on the conventional CSA test.

Discussion

The high correlation between the conventional
and adaptive versions of the DAT obtained in both

samples for the best cross-validating direct-product
model, CDPZE, suggests that the two versions of
the test battery are very much alike. Under the
multiplicative model and its associated restrictions
and assumptions, there is strong evidence for the
structural similarity of the conventional and adap-
tive versions of the DAT.

Results obtained for the DAT are similar to those

previously reported for the ASVAB (Cudeck, 1985;
Moreno et al., 1984). Taken together, the findings
suggest that some degree of structural equivalence
can be expected when conventional measures of
differential abilities are presented in a carefully
developed adaptive mode.

Table 4
Parameter Estimates for Model CDPZE for Both Samples
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Even though the overall test battery demon-
strated a degree of structural equivalence on cross-
validation, the findings suggest that the computer-
analogue versions of speeded tests (such as the CSA
subtest) present problems. This result agrees with
Greaud and Green’s (1986) conclusions about com-
puterizing such tests. The CSA test is distinct from
other tests when administered conventionally (i.e.,
the uniqueness is very high compared to the com-
mon variance); it is much less so when adminis-
tered by computer.

It is not clear whether the computerized testing
mode actually results in measurement of an ability
different from that reflected in scores from con-
ventional paper-and-pencil CSA tests. If this were
the case, differential prediction of relevant criterion
measures would be expected for the conventional
and adaptive forms of the tests. In some domains
(e.g., vocational placement), scores on the com-
puterized versions of the test may have more rel-
evance for certain criteria (e.g., contemporary
workplace demands) than the older, conventional
tests.

It is conceivable that the success with which
batteries of differential ability tests seem to have
been transferred to a computerized adaptive format
could result in an enthusiastic effort to develop CAT
versions of personality, interest, or attitude tests.
However, the unique measurement problems of these
domains may be sufficiently different from tests in
the ability domain to make optimistic a priori ex-
pectations premature. Instead, a cautious ap-
proach--c.~~ versions of single tests, followed later
by CAT versions of entire batteries-will clarify the
degree to which the CAT tests can be substituted
for the conventional paper-and-pencil measures.
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